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About This Game

About ARK Park

ARK Park is a virtual reality multiplayer adventure game designed from the ground up to immerse players in a realistic dinosaur
theme park. This interactive experience will fulfill your dreams of entering a world where living, breathing dinosaurs still roam

the Earth. Freely explore this grand, virtual world where there's no set plot line or schedule. Join your friends in multiplayer
park tours to share the thrill of witnessing over a hundred prehistoric creatures up-close and personal.

Game Features:

Explore the Expansive Scenery of ARK Park: Visit over 10 unique scenes alone or with a group of friends.

Collect Dinosaur DNA, Gather Materials, and Craft Items: Collect DNA and materials from the dinosaurs you encounter
on your excursions, trade them for Engrams at your base camp, then use those Engrams to craft helpful items.

Raise Your Very Own Dinosaurs: During your excursions throughout the park, you may be lucky enough to collect a rare
dino egg. Take good care of it until it hatches, and you’ll be able to raise your own dinosaurs from hatchlings to
adulthood. Some dinos may even grow to be large enough to ride!

Defend Vital Technology: Dinosaurs aren’t the most docile creatures - band together with other ARK Park visitors to
defend important research outposts and valuable technology from rampaging dinos!
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Title: ARK Park
Genre: Action, Adventure
Developer:
Snail Games
Publisher:
Snail Games
Release Date: 21 Mar, 2018

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7 SP1, Windows 8.1 or later, Windows 10

Processor: Intel® Core™ I5-4690K

Memory: 16 GB RAM

Graphics: GeForce® GTX 970 / AMD equivalent or greater

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 25 GB available space

English,Japanese,Korean,Simplified Chinese,Traditional Chinese
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This is a disgusting rip off of a game. DO NOT BUY IT. IT IS A CASH GRAB. After 5,500+ hours in ark, I can say for sure
that this is just a complete \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing rip off. The megapithecus and therizinos look like n64 characters..
After waiting for what it seems like a very long time, as this game was postponed a few times, I finally had a chance to enter
Ark Park. My excitement for this game begun when it was announced as an educational tool, where you could explore and learn
about dinosaurs in VR. Given that the few dinosaur VR games so far where mostly shooters or poorly rendered experiences, my
hopes were high. Unfortunately, I was greatly disappointed with this title. The exploration parts were more limited than I
expected and way more scripted that they made me believe it was. For the tag price I expected much more. As it is, I can't
recommend this game. Wait for more updates or skip it entirely. As it is, I feel cheated of 45 dollars.. I bought this game hoping
that despite the negative reviews it would still be a fun game for me (I love ARK and dinosaurs so this should be right up my
alley). The game idea is good, there is so much potential here but I am sad to say it was not executed right. The tourist location
in the park with all the holograms (possibly the part I was most excited for) was good at first, however I shortly realised how
small it was, and that is this games problem. It is small. The entire thing itself is not bad, I enjoyed it a lot but as other reviews
have stated it is just a tech demo and no more.

For someone like me who is not interseted in shooting waves of dinosaurs and more interested in seeing them up close and
exploring areas you will feel let down as the only way I currently know to get eggs to grow more personal dinosaurs is to
complete the shooting waves. The dinosaur rides was a cool concept but again let down by how small it really is, there is only
one track to ride down with the same scripted events each time.

I really wanted this game to be good, I was very excited for it and it was not terrible just very small. If you want to try this game
I would highly reccomend waiting for a sale because the price tag is extremely high for the content that they provide. There are
only 5 tiny explorable areas with the same scripted events each time, which I would not mind if there were a lot more of these
areas. Overall I am dissapointed with this game.

Rate: 3/10. Few developers seriously develop VR content.
Many VR games are simply content and expensive,
or they just give a VR perspective to an existing game.

Except for ARK Park,
my son and I have been waiting for this game for a long time
because I like VR and he likes dinosaurs.

He was very excited and played in the hall with holographic dinosaurs for a long time.
The interaction with dinosaurs fascinated him.
The fighting part with dinosaurs made me nervous.

But dinosaurs are not many,
It is hoped that more dinosaurs will watch the children interact;
Or more pure and richer VR fights,
Between players and players or players and dinosaurs.

Excellent ! ! !. TL:DR
It's a fun VR experience for a few hours no real replayability.

Pros.
Unlike Ark survival evolved dinosaurs not starve to death (I put the game down for about a month-and-a-half and dinos that I
hatched and were growing are still there) many of the bugs that existed earlier have been fixed and they added free movement.

Cons.
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Unfortunately still not a lot to do in game and free movement is pretty slow (would like the ability to adjust it)

Overall.
Despite the bug fixes and changes I still cannot recommend it especially not at full price, however if this is the type of Ark
experience you're looking for and you don't mind paying for just a few hours of the Ark vr experience then pick it up.

(Old review)
TL:DR severe lack of content run out of things to do within about 3 hours max.

Pros.
It has Ark survival evolved assets, it's a decent exploration / wave turret defense VR experience.

Cons.
Lots of bugs (game crashes game won't even start controller issues ETC). They felt the need to bring over incubation timers
from Ark survival evolved. Can't rebind keys. Poor overall quality.

Overall.
If you like ark or shooter Dino cross VR then you'll probably enjoy this however I would strongly advise waiting for a sell as
$40 it's just not worth it.

Edit.
I should also add that it's clear the devepers clearly didn'y play ark, as they mislabeled a giga as a rex and a rex as a giga for the
achievements to kill the bosses on 2-2 and 2-3 in game the are the opposite as to what they are labeled as.. I've played a ton of
VR games,
and this is the best dinosaur game I ever played.
If you have a vive or a oculus, you should buy this.
Going to play some multiplayer now,
I'm hoping this will be great aswell.. Ark is one of my favorite game, and i have been looking forward to this since it was
announced.

The game does have good aspects but it also have some really negative ones too

Pros
You get to be in a VR world with dinosaurs
You get to hatch and grow said dinosaurs
It is a fun first time experience

Cons
Really short game, i have done almost everything you can do in this game and after that it just isnt that fun anymore.
There is no one in multiplayer
The trailers make the game look alot cooler than it actually is
It is not worth $40, Wait for a sale
Do not buy the tek edition, i dont even have it but i can already tell it is not worth it

If the game is updated with new things in the future and more replayability is added i will consider playing this game more.. The
dinosaurs seem to follow predefined animations. Everything felt really confined. I had hoped to explore large environments but
instead felt like I was boxed into fellowing predefined pathways. I really had high hopes that this would be a great experience.
The price seems way to high for what it is.
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Absolutely terrible game!
The tutorial is bigger than the game itself. I thought this was an open world island exploration game, but it isn't.
The playable world is as small as your livingroom, and that's it.. Well... I saw the negative reviews. bought it anyway. It's exactly
what everyone is saying. It is wayyyyy overpriced because it's buggy asf. I really like the concept though. I'm debating on
keeping it just for my 8 year old to look at Dinosaurs.... but the damn price is making that a difficult choice. Don't buy this
expecting anything other than what the negative reviews say... they are not exaggerating.. Where do I even start..The game
looked so promising and for the best experience I bought a TitanXp after looking at the trailers. Set up pixel density at 2.6 on
my HTC Vove, game still looked grainy and crappy with maxed out graphics. Horrendous beginning of the game, where you
start off on the opposite end of the sea/lake and have to wait for 3 good minutes just to get to boring museum aka tech demo
spot where you get to finally play (you have to repeat travel via the train every time you want to get into multiplayer which is
also pretty awkwardly set up). You arrive to the museum and it does not look good at all, it just smells boring, it's completely
empty. Imagine traveling on the train, that is also empty, to the empty museum, you never see a soul in the game. My game
glitched in some weired way that I did not see a little flying thing telling me what to do in game, instead I was there alone and
couldn't do anything once I got outside, basically my missions were stalled and all I could do is shoot at the dummies or boxes.
Went to multiplayer set it up by myself to be as a single player. Most boring wave shooter I ever seen! Boring dinousaurs, boring
landscape, guerilla that keeps throwing giant rocks for 5-10 solid minutes where your arm gets tired of holding the gun up, grind
grind grind. I honestly don't know if developers will be able to make it playeble, it seems like they tried to be everything and
they failed at every aspekt. Could have been a solid wave shooter for up to 4 players, could have been a great exploring/survival
game. Instead it's one lousy tech demo with crappy graphics. Developers should have learned somethign from makers of
Robinson: The Journey. I got my copy refunded.. I honestly want to like this game, unfortunately I can't. I saw this the day it was
announced and I was so excited, all because my favorite movie is Jurassic Park. I can't recommend this game only mainly
because of it's extremely long loading times. I spent about 40 minutes in the game, and didn't even get to finish the tutorial
because of how long I waited, and I just got fed up. So yes, I will be refunding. And I don't recommend this game.. running
1080 64 gig 12 thread cpu wmr and its terrible. so blurry I can't even play it!!!!
 my other games run fine. no ajustment i make helps.
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